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Abstract
Blue phase colloidal crystals and dielectric nanoparticle/polymer doped blue phases are demonstrated to combine multiple com-
ponents with different symmetry in one photonic material, creating a photonic crystal with variable and micro-controllable
photonic band structure. In this composite photonic material, one contribution to the band structure is determined by the 3D
periodic birefringent orientational profile of the blue phases, whereas the second contribution emerges from the regular array of
the colloidal particles or from the dielectric/nanoparticle-doped defect network. Using plainwave expansion method, optical pho-
tonic bands of the blue phase I and II colloidal crystals and related nanoparticle/polymer doped blue phases are calculated, and
then compared to blue phases with no particles and to face-centred-cubic and body-centred-cubic colloidal crystals in isotropic
background. We find opening of local band gaps at particular points of Brillouin zone for blue phase colloidal crystals, where
there were none in blue phases without particles or dopant. Particle size and filling fraction of blue phase defect network are
demonstrated as parameters that can directly tune the optical bands and local band gaps. In blue phase I colloidal crystal with
additionally doped defect network, interestingly, we find an indirect total band gap (with the exception of one point) at the entire
edge of SC irreducible zone. Finally, this work demonstrates the role of combining multiple -by symmetry- differently organised
components in one photonic crystal material, which offers a novel approach towards tunable soft matter photonic materials.

1 Introduction

Photonic crystals attract attention today as advanced optical
materials because they can be used to control the flow-of-
light1–3. One of the key characteristics of the photonic crys-
tals is the emergence of photonic bandgaps if illuminated by
light, where light of distinct frequencies is reflected from some
(local bandgap materials) or all directions (full bandgap ma-
terials)4,5. Today typically, materials are designed to achieve
full bandgaps6; however, also photonic crystals with only lo-
cal band gap show interesting applications, like for example a
notable increase in the efficiency of solar cells, where the pre-
dicted enhancement reaches up to 30%7. Search for ways to
produce photonic crystals that are also cheap, easy to make,
and have few structural defects is an important field of re-
search in advanced optical materials’ science8.

There are multiple different methods to fabricate photonic
crystals. Roughly, they can be divided into two approaches: (i)
the top down approach with the typical method of nanolithog-
raphy9–13 and (ii) the bottom up approach typically based on
the self-assembly of colloidal crystals14–18. Various top-down
photonic crystalline structures are today fabricated, including
first-made complete band gap yablonovite19, woodpile9 and
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recently also an inverted yablonovite20, allowing for manipu-
lation of light in infrared or visible spectrum. In the bottom
up approach, the self-assembly is typically achieved by grav-
ity sedimentation, vertical deposition, electrophoresis, spin
coating, crystallization in physically confined cells and other
methods21. It is a promising route, but it can be affected by the
formation of various structural defects, such as stacking faults
and macroscopic cracks, which can emerge in the self organi-
zation of the structures22,23. These defects distort the flow-of-
light; therefore, typically, multiple parameters are optimise to
achieve optimal conditions for the self-assembly, including air
pressure, humidity, temperature, and solvent.

Special types of the photonic crystals are those which
include solid24,25 or liquid crystalline birefringent compo-
nents26–31. For example, it was shown that highly birefringent
photonic crystal fibers can be used for sensing application,
such as curvature32, torsion33 and pressure sensors34. Fi-
nally, the important generalization of the variety of produced
photonic crystal structures is that their elementary band struc-
ture inherently originates from the symmetry of the material
structure (e.g. FCC, BCC, diamond and other), making it the
center-piece in the design of new materials.

Special liquid birefringent photonic crystals are liquid crys-
talline cubic blue phases35–37. Blue phases (BP) form in
highly chiral nematic liquid crystals, where depending on tem-
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perature and chirality, the rod molecules align into two distinct
periodic three-dimensional orientational textures with body-
centred cubic or simple cubic symmetry, called blue phase I
(BPI) or blue phase II (BPII), respectively. These liquid crys-
talline phases appear in a temperature range between a chiral
nematic phase and an isotropic liquid phase, and can be stable
over a temperature range of 60K and more, including room
temperature, if doped by polymers38 or if using bi-mesogenic
molecules based materials39. Blue phases are explored in var-
ious photonic applications, including blue-phase cored opti-
cal fiber arrays40, photonic materials with optically tunable
band gap41, and as a three-dimensional photonic crystal for
lasing42. Detailed structure of blue phase photonic bands were
also already studied, finding distinct band structures with local
and no complete bandgaps37,43 (see also Fig 1 A and B).

Fig. 1 Photonic bands of no-particle blue phases and structures
of blue phase colloidal crystals. Calculated photonic bands of A)
(no-particle) blue phase I and B) (no-particle) blue phase II on the
edge of the simple cubic irreducible Brillouin zone. Note that these
results agree well with the band structures reported in37. C) BP I
colloidal crystals combine FCC symmetry of particle lattice and
BCC symmetry of the blue phase fluid. D) BP II colloidal crystals
combine BCC symmetry of the particles and SC symmetry of the
fluid. Particle radius is r = 120nm in C) and D). Yellow lines
represent the network of -1/2 defect lines (disclinations). The purple
lines show the variation of the optical axis of the birefringent blue
phase in the given cross section, corresponding to the eigenvectors
of dielectric tensor with the largest eigenvalue; equivalent also to the
nematic director.

Recent research shows that the network of topological de-
fects in blue phases provides a three-dimensional template of
trapping sites for colloidal particles44–46. It was demonstrated

by numerical modeling that colloidal particles can be trapped
in several stable lattices forming three-dimensional colloidal
crystals, each characterized by different free energy per unit
cell. It was also shown that colloidal particles with weak
surface anchoring substantially increase the thermal stability
range of the blue phases, for a factor of two and more. In BPI,
the lowest free energy lattice of particles with homeotropic
surface anchoring is FCC (Fig. 1c), whereas in BPII it is the
BCC particle lattice(Fig. 1d). Importantly, the symmetries of
these particle lattices are different from the inherent symme-
tries of the blue phase liquid: the BPI fluid with BCC sym-
metry stabilizes FCC particle lattice, and the BPII fluid with
SC symmetry stabilizes BCC particle lattice. This interesting
combination of symmetries brings forward the central idea of
this manuscript, i.e. to create a single photonic crystal mate-
rial which incorporates two underlying ’elementary’ material
symmetries (in our case the symmetry of the particle lattice
on one hand and the symmetry of the fluid birefringent pro-
file on the other hand). Furthermore, the relevance of either
of the symmetry components can be tuned and changed by
simple material or system parameters. Indeed, in blue phase
colloids, this can be particle size, temperature, or refractive
indices of the blue phase or the particles. An important dis-
tinction of blue phase-based colloidal crystals, e.g. compared
to hard-core colloidal crystals, is that rheologically, they are an
effective elastic material where the network of topological de-
fect lines binds the structure47. The second distinction is that
blue phase-based materials are easily switchable with external
electric fields at fast switching times, even sub milliseconds,
where changes in the blue phase molecular alignment directly
affect the optical properties48,49.

In this paper, we report on optical properties of blue phase
I and blue phase II colloidal crystals, identifying them as ma-
terials which have their photonic response conditioned by the
interplay of two symmetries of the two material components,
i.e. the particle lattice and the blue phase unit cells. We com-
pare the photonic bands of the blue phase colloidal crystals
with the photonic bands of (no-particle) blue phases and pho-
tonic bands of FCC-BCC lattice of particles in isotropic back-
ground, showing that photonic bands and local band gaps can
be easily tuned and even created by changing the size of the
particles. The changes in the bands and emergence of the lo-
cal band gaps is shown to be a joint effect, caused -in differ-
ent regions of the Brillouine zone - either by the lattice of the
particles or by the birefringent profile of the blue phase. Par-
ticularly using larger particles leads to larger local band gaps.
In BPI FCC colloidal crystal, we also consider additionally
filling the defect lines with another dielectric material, e.g. a
polymer, having now a three-component system, which inter-
estingly gives a total indirect band gap (except for one point)
between the 7th and 8th band on the entire edge of the SC
irreducible zone.
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2 Model and method

Blue phases are anisotropic complex fluids with spatially vary-
ing optical axis that follows the direction of the average molec-
ular orientational order called the director. The director tex-
ture in blue phases can be thought of as if made of stacked
cylindrical tubes, called the double twist cylinders, which are
permeated by a network of topological defects, where the av-
erage molecular order breaks and the material becomes lo-
cally isotropic. This complex molecular orientational order-
ing is typically described by a mesoscopic order parame-
ter tensor Qi j, which is calculated by free energy minimisa-
tion techniques and can well describe also the locally opti-
cally isotropic topological defect regions (for more on blue
phases, please see35,36). The order parameter tensor Qi j is
related to the director ni and nematic degree of order S as
Qi j =

S
2 (3nin j− δi j)+

P
2

(
e(1)i e(1)j − e(2)i e(2)j

)
, where P is the

biaxiality, e(1)i is the secondary director and e (2) = n×e (1) 51.
From the photonics perspective, the order parameter tensor Qi j
is directly related to the dielectric tensor of the materials εi j as:

εi j(r) =
2εo + εe

3
δi, j +

2
3
(εo− εe)Qi, j(r), (1)

where εo and εe represent ordinary and extraordinary dielectric
constants. Colloidal particles are typically optically isotropic,
setting the dielectric tensor as:

εi j = εpδi j, (2)

where εp represents dielectric constant of a particle and δi j is
the identity matrix. To calculate the photonic bands of blue
phase colloids -as shown later in the paper-, we use our nu-
merically pre-calculated profiles of the nematic order param-
eter tensor Qi j, which we calculated in a separate numerical
calculation reported in reference44. There, the calculations
were based on the Landau-de Gennes free energy minimisa-
tion of nematic order parameter profile and the particle posi-
tions, assuming homeotropic (perpendicular) alignment of the
nematic at the particle surfaces. The detailed structure of the
blue phase and the particles was conditioned by the material
parameters of blue phases, including cholesteric pitch p0, ef-
fective temperature γ , and surface anchoring strength at the
particle walls W . For BPI colloids, we reported that the FCC
blue phase colloidal crystal is generally the equilibrium struc-
ture with the lowest free energy, whereas in blue phases II it
is generally the BCC colloidal crystal. As the input Qi j tensor
profile for the current study, we select typical representative
blue phase colloidal crystals assembled from particles with
homeotropic anchoring strength W = 1× 10−4J/m2 at pitch
p0 = 0.566µm and effective temperature γ = 3.375 in BPI
and at p0 = 0.616µm and γ = 2.755 in BPII. These param-
eters correspond to equilibrium unit cell size of aBPI = 640nm

for BPI colloids and aBPII = 360nm for BPII colloids, which
is kept the same in all photonic band calculations. The parti-
cle size (radius) is varied in the range of r = 40nm− 120nm
(r/aBPI = 0.06− 0.19; r/aBPII = 0.11− 0.33), which corre-
sponds to packing fractions of 0.004− 0.11 in BPI colloids,
and 0.01− 0.31 in BPII colloids. For further details, includ-
ing all numerical parameters used in the pre-calculation of the
nematic order parameter tensor profile, please see44,50,51). Fi-
nally, the pre-calculated nematic order parameter tensor pro-
files are transformed into the dielectric tensor according to
Eq. 1, which is then the elementary input for the bandgap cal-
culations.

Optical properties of photonic crystals are usually described
by band diagrams, representing photonic eigenstates at the
edges of the irreducible Brillouin zone6. Photonic states are
given as a solution of Maxwell equations, subjected to as-
sumptions about the material properties. In blue phase col-
loids, one can typically assume that the structures are stable
in time, that there is no charge (ρ = 0), no current (j = 0) and
that the material is magnetically isotropic (µ = 1). We also
assume linear response of the material, giving linear relations
between the applied electric and magnetic field E(r, t) and
H(r, t), and the response of the material D= εoεE, B= µ0µH.
Further, we assume no absorption losses of the material, which
gives us real, symmetric and positive definite dielectric tensor
(ε = ε(r)). And lastly, we will be interested in the photonic
response at primarily optical frequencies, also taking the di-
electric function not to depend on the frequency of applied
electric field.

Following classical references to obtain the master equa-
tion for calculations of photonic bands (e.g.6), the linearity of
Maxwell equation allows us to separate space and time vari-
able, by taking E(r, t) = E(r)eiωt , H(r, t) = H(r)eiωt . Then
we can write Maxwell equations as:

∇×E− iωµ0H = 0, (3)
∇×H− iωε0εE = 0, (4)

∇ ·H = 0, (5)

∇ ·
(

ε0εE
)
= 0. (6)

We decouple first two equations in a way that only magnetic
field strength H remains in equation, finally writing:

∇×
{

ε
−1 (∇×H)

}
=
(

ω

c

)2
H = k2

0H. (7)

This equation is the master equation for calculations of pho-
tonic bands, effectively, being an eigenvalue problem. In order
to get photonic states, it has to be solved for distinct dielectric
tensor profiles ε (r). The master equation can be formulated
also as a function of the electric field E, but using the mag-
netic field H gives eigenvalue problem with Hermitian opera-
tor, which simplifies calculations37.
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Blue phase colloidal crystals have periodic dielectric func-
tion; therefore, Bloch theorem and Fourier transformation are
used to expand the magnetic field and inverse of dielectric ten-
sor in reciprocal space:

H(r) = uk,n (r)eikr = ∑
G

hk,n
G ei(k+G)r, (8)

ε
−1 = ∑

G′
ε
−1
G′ e

iG′r, (9)

where uk,n is periodic Bloch function and hk,n
G its Fourier co-

efficients, while ε−1
G′ are tensor Fourier coefficients of the di-

electric tensor.
Since ∇ ·H = 0, H is a transverse wave. This is incorpo-

rated directly into master equation. At every point of recip-
rocal space we define two perpendicular unit vectors ξ̂1, ξ̂2,
that are also perpendicular to vector (k+G). This is achieved
by taking some arbitrary unit vector û, that is not parallel to
(k+G) and making following cross products: ξ̂1 = û× k+G

|k+G|

and ξ̂2 =
k+G
|k+G| × ξ̂1 in every point of reciprocal space. Then

one writes hG = ξ̂1H1
G + ξ̂2H2

G. This way the transversality
is implicitly incorporated throughout the calculation. Effec-
tively, one simplifies the problem, but the rank of eigenprob-
lem is raised by a factor of two.

If we consider previous expansions in reciprocal space and
transversality constraint we can simply solve eigenvalue prob-
lem with standard algorithms, that require O(n3) time, and
n2 space in memory, where n is rank of the eigenvalue prob-
lem. This method is sometimes used37, but it is very computer
time-consuming for our resolution of the unit cell (typically
60×60×60 points ). Instead, we rather use much more effi-
cient iterative algorithm given in52: One takes some arbitrary
initial vector h and multiply it by (k+G)× ε−1 (k+G)×
until convergence. Time complexity of this algorithm is
O(nlogn). As a result we get first n converged eigenvec-
tors with corresponding eigenvalues-photonic states. Indeed,
in our calculations we used both algorithms for solving the
eigenvalue problem, finding full agreement between the two
approaches.

To construct the photonic bands, we take wave vectors from
the edge of the simple cubic (SC) irreducible Brillouin zone
(as commonly done in the photonic literature1), following dis-
tinct paths and end points labelled G, X, M and R, where the
different location along the path corresponds to different mag-
nitudes and directions of the wave-vector k (see Fig. 2). For
each chosen k, the corresponding eigenvalues are calculated,
forming an ascending set of n eigenvalues. By grouping the
eigenvalues and plotting them as a function of k, the band di-
agrams are generated. Typically, the bands are numbered in
an ascending order, with the lowest band (close to the origin Γ

point) staring as band 1.

Fig. 2 Simple cubic Brillouin zone. The black dashed lines
indicate wavevectors used for representing the photonic bands.

Blue phase colloidal crystals are newly predicted materials,
not being (yet) demonstrated in experiments. Therefore, for
the calculations, we had to choose the dielectric constant of
both colloidal particles and the ordinary and extraordinary di-
electric constants of the blue phase liquid crystal. We chose
blue phase dielectric constants that are in the limits of re-
alizable values, maximising on the dielectric anisotropy, to
achieve stronger dielectric contrast. If not stated otherwise,
we take εo = 3.6 and εex = 1.7. Dielectric constant of colloidal
particles has to be chosen carefully. Some contrast between
particles and BP medium is desired, but not as much that back-
ground would appear isotropic compared to particles. That is
why we choose dielectric constant of particles to be εp = 5.
For calculations of bands of particle crystals in isotropic back-
ground, we set the dielectric constant of the background fluid
as εi, j(r) = (2εo + εe)/3δi, j. Finally, we should comment that
the demonstrated results, of course, quantitatively strongly de-
pend on the chosen material parameters, in particular on the
dielectric constants (refractive indices), but qualitatively we
find very similar photonic band responses also at other param-
eter values.

3 Photonic bands in blue phase I and II col-
loidal crystals

Photonic bands are calculated on the edges of the simple cubic
(SC) irreducible Brillouin zone to allow for direct comparison
between different configurations. Effectively, to identify the
role of particles on one hand, and the (no-particle) blue phase
in the blue phase colloidal photonic crystals, we separately
calculate the photonic bands of three configurations (see Figs.
3 and 4): (i) colloidal crystal (FCC or BCC) in isotropic back-
ground, (ii) blue phase I or II with no particles, and (iii) the
blue phase colloidal crystals (BPC). Indeed, photonic bands
of BP colloidal crystal appear as an effective combination of
the blue phase and the crystal of colloidal particles in isotropic
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Fig. 3 Photonic bands for structures from blue phase I FCC
colloidal crystals. A) Photonic bands computed on the edges of
simple cubic (SC) irreducible Brillouin zone for: blue phase I with
no particles (red), FCC blue phase I colloidal crystal with 120nm
particles (green), and FCC colloidal crystal in isotropic medium
(blue). Inset shows opening of local band gap in BPC I crystal at
point R of relative size ∆ω/ω ≈ 0.02, initiated by the FCC lattice of
particles. The three considered structures: B) blue phase I visualised
as isosurface of the constant nematic degree of order, C) blue phase
I FCC colloidal crystal, and D) FCC colloidal crystal in isotropic
background.

medium. For example, see inset in Fig 3 showing a distinct re-
gion of the Brillouin zone, where by adding the particles to the
blue phase I a local band gap has opened: clearly, blue phase
I has no local band gap in this region of the Brillouin zone but
the particle lattice has, and the result is a combined photonic
band. More specifically, the inset in Fig. 3 demonstrates a lo-
cal relative gap of size ∆ω/ω = 0.02 at the point R for BPC I
with 120nm particles. As the second example of the photonic
interplay between the blue phase and the particles, note that
some photonic bands of the colloidal crystal in isotropic back-
ground are degenerate in distinct regions of the Brillouin zone
(e.g. in the M-Γ-R region at ωa/2πc ∼ 0.35− 0.55), but be-
come nondegenerate when combined into the blue phase col-
loidal crystal. Exactly similar effective combination of pho-
tonic bands and of similar widths, only in different region of
the Brillouin zone, is observed also in blue phase II colloidal
crystals as shown in Fig. 4.

Photonic bands of blue phase colloidal crystals can be tuned

Fig. 4 Photonic bands for structures from blue phase II BCC
colloidal crystals. A) Photonic bands computed on the edges of the
simple cubic (SC) irreducible Brillouin zone for: blue phase II with
no particles (red) - structure visualised in B), blue phase II colloidal
crystal with 120nm colloid particles (green) - structure in C), and
BCC colloidal crystal in isotropic medium (blue) - structure in D).
Inset shows opening of local band gap in blue phase II colloidal
crystal at point M of relative size ∆ω/ω ≈ 0.03 caused by the BCC
lattice of particles.

by changing the size of the colloidal particles, as shown in
Fig. 5. Relatively small particles (r ∼ 40 nm) have almost
negligible effect on the band structure, which remains de-
termined by the birefringent profile of the blue phase; how-
ever, interestingly, if the particles are large enough they can
cause opening of local band gaps. For particles of radius
r = 80nm local band gap (∆ω/ω ≈ 0.006) opens at point R
in BPCI crystal, which for particles of size 120nm size further
increases to ∆ω/ω ≈ 0.02. Also for BPCII crystal we see that
larger particles cause larger gaps, there is a local gap of size
∆ω/ω ≈ 0.02 between 4th and 5th band for 100nm colloids
in BPCII at point M and a gap of size ∆ω/ω ≈ 0.03 between
same bands for 120nm colloids. The photonic bands of blue
phase colloidal crystals being a combination of particle bands
and blue phase bands, they are conditioned by the liming ex-
amples of either of them. For example, particles with the di-
electric constant equal to the dielectric constant of the blue
phase in the isotropic phase (εpδi, j =

2εo+εe
3 δi, j) show almost

no effect on photonic bands, because they effectively behave
as isotropic blobs (defect regions) of the blue phase. However,
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Fig. 5 Photonic bands of blue phase I FCC colloidal crystals
(left) and blue phase II BCC colloidal crystals for various
particle radii. Note, how particle size tunes the photonic bands:
small particles r ∼ 40nm (red) have almost no effect on photonic
bands, for medium-sized particles with radius r ∼ 80nm in BPC I
and r ∼ 100nm in BPC II (green) small band gap opens, whereas
large r ∼ 120nm (blue) particles cause a local band gap of relative
size ∆ω/ω ≈ 0.02 in BPC I and ∆ω/ω ≈ 0.03 in BPCII.

qualitatively, if the dielectric constant of the particles is much
larger than the eigenvalues of the anisotropic part of the blue
phase dielectric tensor, the blue phase appears isotropic and
optical properties of the BP crystal become the same as op-
tical properties of a colloidal crystal in an isotropic medium
with the symmetry of the particle lattice.

Experimentally, the blue phase colloidal crystals were not
demonstrated (yet), the main challenge being how to avoid
multiple possible metastable configurations which particles
can adopt in addition to the lowest free energy ground state.
However, very recently functionalised blue phase materials
are produced, where blue phase I and II defect networks are
used to trap polymers 38 and nanoparticles (< 10nm)45,53. Ef-
fectively, both polymers and nanoparticles fill the network of
defect lines throughout the defect core, effectively replacing
the blue phase material54. Indeed, these materials could act as
photonic crystals in exactly analogous way as shown above for
the blue phase colloidal crystals, with now blobs of polymer
or clustered nanoparticles spread along the blue phase defect
networks acting as effective colloidal particles.

We simulate such polymer or nanoparticle filled blue phases
by assuming that defect lines are filled with a new dielectric
material, up to cutoff thickness determined by the nematic de-
gree of order S, as shown in Fig. 6b-e. Inside the defect-
filled region, we assume the dielectric tensor to be isotropic,

Fig. 6 Photonic crystals from defect-filled blue phase II.
Network of defect lines in BP II is filled with isotropic ε

i,i
de f = 5

dielectric material (e.g. polymer or nanoparticles) up to different
cutoff thickness given by the nematic degree of order S. (b-e) Blue
phase II defect lines filled up to cutoff values of S: S=0.1, 0.2, 0.25
and 0.3. Note that for S = 0.3 local band gap opens at point M.
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Fig. 7 Photonic crystals from three-component material of blue
phase I colloidal crystals with additionally dielectic-filled defect
networks. Note the indirect total band gap between 8-th and 9-th
band, with the exception of one point, between M and Γ, where
bands cross each other and there is no gap, not even when we
increase the dielectric constant of both materials to unphysically
large values ε

i,i
p = 12 and ε

i,i
de f = 8.

εi, j = 5δi, j, whereas outside, we take the dielectric tensor to
be unperturbed blue phase II. Figure 6a shows photonic bands
calculated for blue phases II with its defect network filled up to
different defect thickness cutoff. Experimentally, this would
correspond to different volume fraction of the polymer (or
nanoparticle) dopant. The cutoff value S ≤ 0.1 corresponds
to polymer volume fraction of ∼ 0.06, S ≤ 0.2 to ∼ 0.23,
S ≤ 0.25 to ∼ 0.36, and S ≤ 0.3 to ∼ 0.60. Indeed, we see
that for small filling S ≤ 0.1 there is little effect on photonic
bands; however, for S ≤ 0.3 local band gap opens, exactly in
analogous way as demonstrated for blue phase colloidal crys-
tals (Fig. 5). More quantitatively, the size of the band-gap
for S ≤ 0.3 filled blue phase is similar to the band gap gener-
ated by r = 100nm particles in blue phase II colloidal crystals.
Clearly, this demonstrates that polymer-templated or nanopar-
ticle templated blue phases could also act as photonic crystals
with tunable band structure, with the degree of defect network
filling being a possible tuning parameter.

Trying to generate a full band-gap photonic crystal, we now
combine the two approaches and assume a blue phase col-
loidal crystal, where -in addition- the defects are filled with
polymers or nanoparticles. The effective filling of the blue
phase defects relies on the processes of phase separation and
particle dispersion in the complex blue phase fluid53–59, which
strongly depend on the used materials60. Such combination
creates a three-component photonic material with photonic
bands subjected to the properties of (i) blue phase, (ii) particles

Fig. 8 Regions of high electromagnetic field energy density
(|H|2 + |εE|2) within the (real) unit cell of BPC I for A) 8th band
and B) 9th band calculated at point Γ. There exists a local band gap
between these two bands. Energy in the 8th band is concentrated
within dielectric particles, but in 9th band high energy regions form
cylindrical shapes trough unit cell. Units for the energy density are
taken following ref61.

and their FCC lattice, and (iii) the dielectric which fills the de-
fect networks. In calculations, we assume isotropic dielectric
tensor of the defect network ε

i,i
de f = 4 filled up to S≤ 0.25 cut-

off, and FCC colloidal crystal with particles of ε
i,i
p = 5. Also,

we assume that the interactions, i.e. surface anchoring, at the
interfaces between the blue phase and the other two compo-
nents is weak, meaning that there is no effect of the other two
components on the birefringent profile of the blue phases. In-
terestingly, such three-component system creates an indirect
total band gap between 7-th and 8-th band of the whole edge of
SC irreducible Brillouine zone, with the exception of one point
on the line M−Γ, as shown on Fig. 7. At this point bands
seem to cross each other and no gap appears, not even for
different combinations of the dielectric constants of the three
components. The band structure of dielectric defect filled blue
phase I FCC colloidal crystal is further visualised in Fig. 8
where electromagnetic field energy density (|H|2 + ε|E|2) for
8th and 9th band at point Γ is presented. Similarly to the one-
dimensional case in the Reference by Joannopoulos et al (page
48, ref6) we can see that lower optical band corresponds to
high energy density in regions of higher dielectric constant
(colloid particles) and upper band to regions of lower dielec-
tric constant (background). Finally, this new structure of the
photonic bands shows that blue phases offer further possibili-
ties for engineering their photonic bands by doping them with
multiple optically different guest components, including col-
loidal particles, polymers, and nanoparticles.
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4 Conclusions

This work proposes soft matter photonic crystals which ef-
fectively join components with two different inherent sym-
metries into one photonic crystal material, crating a complex
photonic crystal material with tunable photonic band struc-
ture. This combined photonic response is demonstrated by
numerical modelling in blue phase colloidal crystals, where
blue phase liquid crystalline fluid generates periodic array of
trapping sites for colloidal particles with the symmetry differ-
ent from the symmetry of the blue phase itself. The relevance
of either the particle component or the blue-phase-liquid com-
ponent can be tuned by simple material parameters, including
particle size, temperature, or refractive indices of blue phases
or particles,

Using Bloch formalism combined with numerical solving
of the eigen-equations, we calculate (i) the photonic bands of
blue phase colloidal crystals, (ii) the photonic bands of (no-
particle) blue phases, and (iii) photonic bands of FCC and
BCC lattice of particles in isotropic background. Such com-
parison of bands reveals that photonic bands and local band
gaps can be easily tuned and even created by changing the
size of the particles, with larger particles generally leading to
larger local band gaps.

To make a link towards related recent experiments, we
consider also photonic bands of defect-doped blue phases,
where defect cores of blue phases are assumed to be replaced
with another dielectric material -like polymer or nanoparticle
doped blue phases- also showing opening and tuning of lo-
cal band gaps by e.g. dopant concentration or dielectric per-
mittivity. For example, in blue phase II based materials, we
get roughly equivalent gap size for blue phase defects filled
with dielectric dopant up to nematic degree of order S = 0.3
cut-off and the blue phase colloidal crystal with particles of
size r = 100nm. As the second analogous material, we con-
sider a three-component system of blue phase colloidal crys-
tals, which have all the defect network additionally doped with
a different dielectric, finding a total indirect band gap (except
for one point) between the 7th and 8th band on the entire edge
of the SC irreducible zone.

Finally, the demonstrated results show that controlling and
combining the symmetries of multiple components in soft
mater could be used as a novel route towards tunable soft mat-
ter photonics.
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Graphical abstract – for M. Stimulak and M. Ravnik, Tunable photonic crystals with 

partial bandgap from blue phase colloidal crystals and dielectric-doped blue phases 

 

Tunable photonic crystals are demonstrated from blue phase colloidal crystals, based on 

the idea of combining multiple soft matter components with different symmetry into one 

photonic material. 
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